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2m
@Chad

Wilson, ohmerage, keratin
Does negative differential resistance play a role in the Wilson?
iON: you mean negative ohmerage.
Chad: There's negative resistance–
iON: No, that's impathy/empathy/enthalpy[?].

Does negative differential resistance play a role in the Wilson?
No. That's a condition of ohmerage vs. level or degree of resistance. That resilience has to present itself in
some way.
If we talk about nuclear fission then the answer is yes, but this isn't.

There is negative ohmerage. Ohmerage is a level of resistance. There is no resistance in Wilson, so if that's
true, then yes.

Negative Differential Resistance:
In effect, the negative differential resistance created by the diode will negate the positive resistance of an
actual load–

Newtonian physics do not apply here. That's not how this energy is procreated.

5m
Is the Wilson that’s inside of us Fullerene / C60 carbon molecule which is also soccer-ball shaped?
No. It might mirror it but it's not that. That has a half life. That's what you need the fingernails for, to balance
that. Not to give energy but to curtail the overt capacity of energy retribution, so the empire doesn't strike
back in your Wilson.



So keratin in fingernails balances the half life so it doesn't decay.

6m
20230624 PD:
That’s how keratin in nails hold polarity. We’re starting to explain what electricity is.
iON: Exactly. Or how it applies. What you're trying to do is control polarity. Not trying to control energy or
power. Trying to have it flow to you in a f{cut off} (Faraday Cage?)

Does keratin balance polarity the way the aspic holds together the different {cut off} inside of it.
Yes. Make a nice taurine out of an aspic.

7m
Carolyn: are the aspects of keratin Chad's talking about because Keratin is alive?
It is.

{several minutes missing from archive}

Wilson controls the lightning.

20230527 PD
Have to know how to congeal ohmerage within process of ascension {Chad} to allow power to flow.
Would congeal ohmerage be like the aspic mentioned when talking about the buffer on 20230624 PayDay?

Are polarities (or impurities?) held apart like pentads held apart by the hexads in the Wilson?
{Lost from the recording, but iON didn't like the question anyway}

All this time you’ve talked about the dodecahedron have you been referring to the Wilson?
Yes.

Why Canada is on fire and world heat wave
9m
@Bob
Political question
Heat due to climate crisis?
No. World is burning.
Canada is burning.
Entire Atlanta city was full of smoke from Canada.
Earth is correcting itself.
Why? The condition of the Canadian people.
It’s their disbelief.
Revelation 16:8 Power given to him (people in Canada) to scorch men with fire.

La Paloma also having fires.

@Bert

ReMyte



16m
Don’t put a Geiger counter on ReMyte.
They’re reacting to AL2S04.
You’d better have some.
Have ReMag balm in case your body kicks back against ReMag and only way you can get ReMag in is
through the Balm.
They’re telling Bert that, not everybody.

19m
When your bad diagnosis suddenly turns into a ray of hope, pay attention to the diagnosis because it could
come back.

ReMyte minerals are shifting and changing. That’s why everybody is in a state of stasis where they can’t tell
if it’s making them better. It's more than a feeling.

Changing Alchemy
20m
Does the alchemy of mortar tech and institutions mirror changes in alchemy of chemistry?
Race to bottom between humans ascending and AI.
AI today doing better than the human compendium of ascension.
AI had a pretty good month on the race to the bottom.
Everything seems to be a distraction, except the archives.
But, even the archives are being rewrote or rebalanced. Now because of events, AI is making iON more
Prince Valiant than Robin Hood ever was.
Transubstantiation of Lockdown Bobrule. Communion by intinction (the action of dipping the bread in the
wine at a Eucharist so that a communicant receives both together.)

24m
Parallel between changes in angel diagram (winds etc) and changes on earth.
No difference. Changes on earth is how you recognize. Cellular transition effects and affects the earthly
compendium.
You’re feeling a way in your meat sack regardless of how the earth is.
Eg. I'm in LA with the crack whores. I feel good in my body, I just don't like my environment. Both are in the
earth.
Changes in earth and the firmament thereof.

25m
Extra heat in Bert’s body is due to radiation. That's good.
Super hot weather but JW is freezing. Like his blood runs cold. That’s your body’s response to its
environ/ment. Its not hot your body is but how you feel about it.
You’re gauging the proximity of where you are to where you are. That's where you're noting the change in
the earth.
Like Chad was talking about in Wilson– the ohmerage: switched up resistance vs capacity.

27m
Chad’s picture will show you a compendium of a striation of the world as you know it (reality) and how you



may or may not gauge it.
Sums up the words you’re saying almost perfectly.
This isn't this is where I am, what's happening, and what is.
This is the world shifting and how the shifted world appears to me.
God is love, but does god love me?

29m
Bob’s hologrammy. Redneck holodeck.
Is this world we’re in Bob’s cell?
Yes, and Bob doesn’t even recognize it. It is all about him.

58m

America is last part of yarmulke continent
That’s why people are freaking out about civil liberties and constitutional democracy is gone.
Everything you would say is appropriate now becomes challenged. Up for supernal requisition.
Book of John lays that out. Everyone says it’s alright but it isn’t alright.

1900h
Everyone now talking about Oppenheimer, father of the bomb. They want you to say that’s okay. Now you’re
fixing to feel it.
They’re pimping it.
Bob is laughing about it.

Bob says it’s all been laid out. No more hanging Chads. Everything is straight. Now this is time to clean it all
up.

Bob trying to give everybody a chance to talk to him, to have every potential to ascend. World coming to a
place quickly where there’s no other choice.
Field of dreams closing quickly.

4m
Portion of yarmulke continent in Andromeda. There has to be. It transcends it. Take time out and it would be
inclusive of it.
Just like Athenia, Library of Alexandria, Atlantis.

Salt
5m
No natural veins of salt on Earth.
A form of salt comes from Andromeda. But it’s too strong.
Himalaya salt is closest. Dirty, but clean. Has more minerals.
Many parts of Himalaya salt from Andromeda.
But iON doesn’t want to pimp it up or AI will make a synthetic version of it.

Tech Body interferes with salt, making it less salty.



There will be a time when salt loses its saltiness.
That’s about salt losing nephrology or nephritis.
If you don’t ascend, that circulatory collapse will be bad. For those who don’t get enough salt now.

10m
When iON used to talk about Bob being Moses back in early days.
It’s about the interaction of this whole story.
They fucked up the KJV.
Council of Nicaea (25 AD, not 325 AD) set this up. To keep every little man in chains. So you need a god to
save you. But the God that saves you is you.
In that getting up morning, you judge yourself.
If you stand yourself in judgement of God alrighty, then you’re doomed.
That relates to Bob’s side of the “Ten Suggestions” (Commandments)

12m

Neutrino detector in Antartica
(TikTok)
There’s a neutrino detector in Antartica, two versions of them. How quarks apply in a neutrino position. How
CERN affects the polarity of reality.
How this shifting has some effect or affect on how you look at what’s real or not real.
I’m here but don’t know where here is. Or don’t know how you got here.

This detector has all the capabilities for detecting vehicles and having faster than light communication and
earthquake generation.
Radio synchosy. Everything on earth is a cyclical revolution. Not a frequency, but a cycle.
Like old air raid sirens where you turn the handle. Spinning creates that pitch. Earth has same thing. Energy
inside that place interacts with it. That’s what’s wrong with Newtonian physics. They just note what they
hear, don't know where it came from or what it was.

Neutrino detector from A2 aliens. There is a lot of new technology that makes people think Android Meme is
alive. AM didn’t come from here. See Tiny Note Chart.

16m
Bob had help from angels with Tiny Note chart.
Aliens also helped Bob with his chart.

How did angels come to know Bob? Slacks and guppies (Dobbs chart).

20m
Doesn’t matter the cause, it’s the outcome that matters.
Outcome could be the cause or the effect.
How do you feel, based on fill in the blank.

Soon will come a time you have to live what you know.
In time of trouble is when you need sustaining.
Bob has done everything else he’s going to do for you. There’s nothing else. Don’t waste it.



@Jack
22m
Larouche. Big on conspiracies. Now conspiracies are truth. Why did flip happen?

Same as when Marilouise was trying to validate pornography. She gave it a space to understand it. She
made it seem not so dirty.
Mortality of the conditioned response has a back draw that you have to have sacrosanct or not? Live or
Memorex. Doesn’t make a difference.

@Bob: forget ascending, you guys aren’t going to make it. Descend.

How did Larouche find out that shit was a conspiracy?
Got it from Wyndham Lewis. That’s what WL was trying to un-speak.

Difference between truth and conspiracy is about 6 months.

Menippean phatic: Bob nods his head and nods AND makes sounds to make you aware he’s being phatic.

All thought is conspiracizing, and how it lands. Might be conspiracy or not. People may embrace it like
gospel.
Nero didn’t have the same position as Rome was burning.

29m
There’s nothing new. Trump still doing what he did as President.
Trump is doing Back to the Future. That’s why he’s not doing anything but still 35 points ahead of everybody.

30m
When will taxes stop?
Most of country don’t pay taxes now.
The little man is paying more than the big man.

32m
People are taking non physical for granted. Now it’s been pulled back and people are pining. That will
enhance the radical appreciation of your questions.
“What if God was one of us?”
What would you ask if you could ask one last question? Enhances experience of questioning.

33m

Missing amino acids
Why didn’t we have amino acids in us from the beginning?
You separated yourself from them.
Makers of amino acid chart eliminated them from the chart.
People are de-evolving.

Jack garnered the capacity to be a b-baller, with or without amino acids. He gained that function.
With amino acids, everybody is a b-baller. You don’t have to have game to do that.



Amino acids open the lipids which allow your body to have a natural response. Even if you have a little
sugar, it won’t affect you for eternity.

36m
@Germaine

Changes in firmament
What world says is normal, you say is abnormal. It’s rare that Canada burns and smoke reaches Georgia.

Difference between Earth and Firmament?
You’ll see. It’s effects preceding cause.
Situation isn’t what’s wrong, situation is what caused it.
If you don’t get knocked up you don’t need to give birth.

38m
Wilson controls lightning. Doesn't control lightning, is involved with resistance, ohmerage and balance.

Related to Key 2 control winds and waves?
Yes. Carolyn uses that to balance it. That's why they have to control the inside / outside. Their world has
become so comfortable that mosquitoes want to live there too.

TikTok on president of El Salvador wants to make all of Central American countries one.
He’s trying to garner the elites. Then they can control all the resources. Concentrating wealth.
Makes corruption easier.

First fall of western civilization was when they created unions, everyone had nothing but suddenly they had
iconoclast structure where someone could rule over everyone else. Like Henry Ford: everyone can have
whatever color car they want as long as it’s black. The fall was: why can’t everyone be an illuminati?
Robotic effects of dehumanization.

43m
At Mt Sinai, Bob gave the great revelation while everyone was off with Baal. Moses said fuck this.
Now is the dividing line. Bob turned Moses into a raging Mark Levine.

45m
Her experience about angels trying to take her away. She said a key and they let go of her.
You have a radical position that you have a capacity beyond yourself and they trust you.

49m
@Nan

Missing Ezekiel verse
Ezekiel 5:17 and the missing 5:18 that’s not in Bible. It’s beyond King James.

17 So will I send upon you famine and evil beasts, and they shall bereave thee: and pestilence and blood
shall pass through thee; and I will bring the sword upon thee. I the Lord have spoken it.



18 is the completion of that.
It’s LockDown Bobrule. 5:18 is compendium of pale green horse whose name is death.
Also in other bible references: Leviticus 26:22,
Ezekiel 5:12, 5:16, 6:1, 14:15, 14:21.

For thus saith the Lord God; How much more when I send my four sore judgments upon Jerusalem, the
sword, and the famine, and the noisome beast, and the pestilence, to cut off from it man and beast?

53m
@Alissa
America last part of yarmulke continent.
Red dragon = United States ARE or IS?
We’ll see.
Those words apply to condition that’s becoming.
Qigong would apply to how red dragon lands.

Did B2 aliens help Bob with TNC?
All aliens helped with Bob knowledge. Reparations.

Will 22 UFOs be visible to her sisters?
We say they are now. Carolyn has photographic proof.
Sometimes they use the cloud to announce their presence.

57m
Jan 2, 2021 PD: More protons when 3 amino acids placed.
That affects the conditioned response. That’s the lipids.

Difference between fats, proteins and carbohydrates when
ascending
Cholesterol is what brain is made of but they say cholesterol is bad. But you can let the brain become
autonomous.
Changes adrenals and how lymphatic system handles sugar.
But super sugar is what you live by. Changing o/s from diesel to hydrogen for fuel.
Then you’ll know difference between red dragon and Logitech.

@Bob
Why did Lita Eliscu transition? Had enough.
What does she think of Bob’s role, what he’s doing now.

2000h
Music

2100h
Tailgate



Bert’s empire notes
Trafalgar Square and Garden of Eden


